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THE EFFECT OF CERTAIN ELECTROLYTES ON THE
VISCOSITY OF CLAY SUSPENSIONS
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the following investigation has been
to determine the effect of the addition of certain electrolytes
on the viscosity of clay suspensions.
Electrolytes are known to differ in their action on
different clays, depending on the physical structure and chemical
composition of the clay to which they are added. The action of
an electrolyte on a clay may be one of l) flocculation, by which
a coarsening or sedimentation of the disperse particles is pro-
duced, 2) deflocculation, by which the size of the disperse
particles decrease, thus causing them to settle more slowly, and
3) flocculation and deflocculation, depending on the concentra-
tion of the electrolyte used. Ashley* states that, "To say a
substance is in the colloid state with reference to water is
equivalent to the statement that the substance is dispersed
throughout the water to form particles of which the diameter may
range all the way from molecular up to microscopic and macrosopic
dimensions. The properties exhibited by the system vary with the
fineness of the particles (the degree of dispersion); consequently
the phenomena produced in disperse systems by the addition of
reagents - apart from purely chemical effects - are due to varia-
tion in the degree of dispersion produced by the change of
technical Control of the Colloidal Matter of Clays, Bull. 23, U.S.
Bureau of Standards, p. 15.
___
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circumstances. " The action of an electrolyte as a deflocculating
agent and then with increasing concentration of the salt, as a
flocculating agent Ashley2 attributes to the fact that "the bases
which conserve coagulation (that is, form less soluble gels) are
removed by a double decomposition and form the more soluble alka-
li salt, thus promoting deflocculation. Addition of a larger
amount of the salt may produce a recoagulation, which is caused
by the diminution of solubility consequent upon the increased con-
centration of the common iron (salting-out action). Such added
salts will also react with any soluble salts present with the
clay; this may complicate matters and will render necessary the
addition of a larger amount of salt than would be required for
deflocculation if soluble salts were absent." Also3
,
"The alkali
react 8 with the constituents of the clay and forms an alkali sili-
cate or aluminosilicate which in solution is hydrolyzed to seme
extent, so that a part of it is present as a sol. Further addi-
tion of alkali increases the amount of sodium salt in solution and
in the sol state up to a certain point at which an increase of the
alkali concentration begins to set back the hydrolysis and to
cause a diminution in the amount of sol. This process goes on
progressively until at a certain concentration most of the clay
is again coagulated."
The time factor must also be considered in the treatment
*Ibid., p. 66.
3 Ibid., p. 64.
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of clays with electrolytes, as a period of several hours is
usually necessary for the attainment of a comparatively stable
state of viscosity. For this reason the effects of 24 hours and
of 48 hours standing was investigated in this work in order to
allow the salts to attain their nearly maximum or minimum aotion
in a reasonable time.
In the ceramic industries a knowledge of disperse sys-
tems is of great value in the casting of pottery ware. The cast-
ing process consists in pouring a thick water suspension of
the body into Plaster of Paris molds, the plaster absorbing water
from the slip. A coating of the clay body of the desired shape
is thus formed on the surface of the mold. It is therefore of
great importance that a minimum amount of water be used in the
slip, so as to prevent excessive shrinkage and cracking of the
ware on drying. The water content may be lowered by the addition
of certain electrolytes. Bleininger4 states that "The principal
effect of the alkaline additions to a casting slip is to decrease
the amount of water required to hold unit weight of the clay in
the suspended state with sufficient fluidity to permit of pouring,
j
The practical aim in casting must be to increase the weight of
clay body carried by unit volume of the water to the maximum.
"
The present investigation was undertaken to study the
effect of a number of commonly used electrolytes upon the viscosi-
ty of some typical American kaolins and ball clays in order to
Use of Sodium Salts in the Purification of Clays and in the Cast
ing Process, Bull. 51, U. S. Bureau of Standards, p. 19, 30.

observe the difference in action of each electrolyte upon each
of the clays.
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METHOD
In this work the effects of NaOH, NaCl, Na2 C03, Na2 S04 ,
AICI3, A12 (S04 ) 3 , MgS04 , CaClg, and HC1 upon the viscosity of
slips of Georgia kaolin, Delaware kaolin, Florida kaolin, North
Carolina kaolin, and Tennessee Ball Clay #1 were tested.
For the purpose of testing the viscosity of the slips
a brass efflux viscosimeter as illustrated in Fig. 1 was used.
The time required for 300 cc. of the slip to flow through the ori-
fice of the viscosimeter was determined by means of a stop watch.
The time required for 300 cc. of water to flow through the ori-
fice was also observed and by dividing the time of flow of the
slip by the time of flow of an equal volume of water the viscosity
of the slip in terras of water was computed.
The clay was screened to 40 mesh and then dried at 110°
C. for 4 hours in an electric oven. Samples were then weighed
out and the minimum amount of water necessary to cause 300 cc. of
the slip to flow through the viscosimeter in from 35.6 to 37.6
seconds was determined. Then to the dry clay samples the electrol-
yte was added in amounts of 0, 0.0635, 0.35, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00,
0.135, and 1.35 per cents by weight to the dry clay. Water was
added up to the amount previously determined and the samples were
shaken on the revolving shaker for one hour.
Viscosity tests were made on all the samples after
one hour of shaking, and after standing for 34 and 48 hours. Two
or more check tests were made in all cases, and the results given
in the tables have all been checked at least once to insure their
accuracy.
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NaOH >n Ota. V\aou\n
inTerms or 1 x i 1 1 n iiii
Secupids ViscosiTT
TTkie. ofFlow
&CCOHO& Viscoscri'
Time orFuow
5ECONP& VlSGOSiYY
O.OO 25 b 1.094 25.(e 1.094 25.1* I 054 5l\P C0r4TA\N£O 33&%CwAV
25.2 1.077 25.2 1.077 2<*.4 Time of Flow op V/ATew=234>
I.H1 25.2 1.077 2<*.0 uu
344 1.470 1.350 30 /S 1.3\<o
C.SO Too Vi&coc Too VlSCOVS Too VISCOUS TOfuoW
0.75
l.oo M *\
1 25 27 <o t.\79 304 1.299 34.4 1.470
NaCu \tn Ga. Kaoi_\N
Dive CuftX
After \ HoU t\ Aftf.k 24 VAours
5TAxst>m&
TlWXE. CpFi-OV*/
Se.Cc.NOS Yi sco&»Tt
Titrte o<?Fvt>w Keu/vnve
0.0c 25.k V094 25. (* V0*>4 2S.C> \ 094 SuFCONTAXttED 33/i/'oCwP(\
O.C(oZ5 25.2 \.077 25.C 1.02)4 25.G i.oe>4 TimEofFlow £>»TV/ftTe»vZ'i4 5Ec-
O.tzS 0.4/2 1.053 24.2 \059 24.2 1.059
0.25" 25.2 ,.077 20.0 1.111 2(^.0 \.\W
0.50 25 k 1.094 2<*.4 1T28 20/2 \.\45
0.75 2(^.4 \.\ZB 27. C 1.179 22.0 l.m
100 2U.2 1.145 27G 1.179 22.0 1.19(o
125 27.2 UU>2 22.0 1.19k 2^.4 \.214
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M&SO4 IN Ga.KA0U\N
3,»yWci«mt
or SO*
in TcflNii op
Pry Cl»v
AFTER \ V-\oo« After 2^ Hours
Sta,t»C \M &
After ^2 Hours
Standing
1 \ « IT 1 1-^ rN I ^Tl ME Of F\-t>W
Seconos ViSCoSlTY
TlfAE. Ofp.6W
ViS coin*
Time ofFloW Relative
Viscosity
O.OO 25.0 1.094 25.0 \094 25.fe 1 094 S>\-\? tDWTAXNeo 2>3!6/o "AY
20.0 mi 20.4 20.4 1 \£S T\ME OF Fv-oW 0FY/aYE(V-234Se<-
O.XZS" 20.0 i.ni U28 20.0 i.\n
6.25 20.0 un 20.4 lies
6.5G 20.2 UYd 20.0 11)1 2o.O mi
0.75" Z<*.4 \.\z% 20.4 \.\z% ZO/S U4S
\ CO 20.0 1.130 2c4 1.12s £0.4 \ \e»
125 20.4 \.\zs 2(0.4 1.V2S 27.0 1.153
AlCu3 in Ga.Kaolxn
toRYWEISHT
OF AwCu3
iNTews of
Ory Cvay
After ^ Hour After 24- Hours
£>TANt7»N&
After 4*8 Hours
Standin&
Time ofFlow
Sec.onps
Relatwe
VlSCoMTY
TlME opr- VOW Reuatwe
Viscosity
Time orFuow
5eoimos
Relative
Viscosity
C.oo 25.0 1.094 25.0 1 094 25.0 1.094 Sue contained 33&7» c»-fv<
o.otas" 20.O un 20.0 nil 20.0 WW Time ofFwow ofWatEt^ZMSec.
0.^5 zs.% l.\03 25/2 t.103 25.<g 1103
O.ZS' 25,0 1 094 25. 1.094 20.0 \M\
.50 ZS.ie I 094 25.4 1.0S5 25.4 1.0*5
0.75 ZSjto 1094 25.4 1.085 25.4 1.085
voo 2S.Z 1.077 25.2 1.077 25.8 l.\03
25.0 1.008 25.0 l.oos 25.0 1 094
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Na^CC^ \n Ga.YSaohn
AFTER V HooW After 2A Hours
STAHCMH& Stawo\n&
Reuatwe
V>Sco»\TY
Relative TitAE. o*F\.ow Relative
o.oo 2S.L? \.cm 1 094 2S.k \094 Sup GONTOMEO c-UVf
25.k 1.Q94 e^.o 1.19k 2-8.0 M9k Twi£ e^Fuovv ofVAve* --234Sec
25.2 1.077 27.4 1.171 274 1.171
ozs 25.2 1.077 2US l.\45 2k/S U45
0.50 30.4 \ .299 304 i.2e>9 29.$ 1.273
0.7*5" 34.<S 1.4S7 34.2 1.4M 33.2 1.419
1.00 33.2 1.419 32.
b
1 .333 32.4 1.3<24
1/25 40.2 1.713 35.fc> 1 5Z\ 354 1.513
Na^SCH mm Cta.V\aou\n
of Na,S&*
\h Te«ms OF
After \ HooR
S>HAVS\N&-
After Hoors
Stanovno-
After
-AS Hoors
5TAr*0\N&
f\ETV\Af\v<,ST»w£ orFt-ow
Seconos
Reuatwe Time ofFuow Rev-atwc
Viscosity
Tt*AE. of Fuew Re^/vrwE
Y»5CO»»TY
O.OO 25.(0 \094 1034 2S.G \094 OkH> COWTA>MEO 'i'3>/4% ou/V<
O.otas 25l> 1094 27. (c l.\79 27.2 \.l<o2
0.\2S 25<* 1.094 U79 27.2 Uk2
0.25" Z.L.0 It 1
1
Zl.lo 1 179 27.4 U71
0.50 2t>4 WtA 27. S \ 27. 1.179
0.7? 27.2 \.\LZ 22.2 1.205" 23.0 l\<dL>
1 .oo 27.2 \.\LZ 2S.2 1.205" 2S.0 1.19b
1.25 272 \.\LZ 2S4 1.213 23.2 1.20S
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Au 2^>04^ 3 \w Ga. V\AOMN
Vt Br Weight
w A«.t(§>Q»),
After \ Hour A.fter 2.4 VAoors
Stan o\ t-4c=t
Aftes 42 Hours
Ret* ap^yss
Seconds
Re.votive
Viscosrrr
Time cp Fvew
Secohos
RevATWE
Viscosity
0.00 I.OM 1034 25.0 V034 Suip Con^heo 3.3^% c>-M
0.0(^-25 25.0 I.OM 25/2 U03 eo.c \.ni
25.0 1.034 2O0 Ull 2o/& l.ne
o.zs 25.0 1.094 25<8* 1.103 ao.o i.iii
0.50 25.0 1.094 25.^ 1.004 25<S 1.103
0.75 25.4 I.0S5 25.4 1.0*5 a50 1.034
too 25.2. \.077 25.0 1.034 25.3 1.103
l/£5 25.2 1.077 £5.0 1.034 2. 0.0 1.111
CaCu 2 \ N GrA.V^Aoy^N
% B\ WEItWT
«f Ca Cva
inTchms of
Drv Clay
After ^ Hou«
Shawns
After £tHouhs
STANDINfc
After 4-S Hours
S-TATHOlHCr RtMAW5Time op FLow
5eot>wt)s Vist6*\Tr
Time ofFvow
Seconos
Relative
Y\^co&vrr
TlME ofFucw Relative.
VtscostTY
O.OO 25.0 1.034 25.0 1094 Z5.0 1.034 Sup Contained <33!4% CI-Ar
0.0tcZ<5 250 1.034 Z5.2 1.103 25/3 1.103
0.\Z& 25/2 1.103 25<2 1.103 25.-2 1.1 03
0/2.5 25.2 1103 25/2 1.103 £5.3 1.103
0.50 25/8 1.103 25.S 1.103 25.« 1.103
0.75" 25.0 1.034 25.0 1.094 25.0 V034
1 oo 25.0 1.034 250 1.004 25.0 1.094
\.Z5 25.4 1.0S5 25.4 I.0S5 25.4 1.0S5
*
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OP HCl
After \ Hour Af-t£«. "24 Hours,
\Asco«vrY
0.00 25- C- \.oe>4 25.k 1.0^4 25.k \.004
.0(^5 at.o l.U 1 2t>.C \.\3(o
0.125 2t.2 2< .<* \.\3<* 2(*.<o t.\3C
0.25 2<*.£ 2(o.k l.\3<« 2C.k
0.50 2(.Z 2<*.<* l.\3b 2L».C»
075 2U« \.H5 27.4 I.VTI 274 U7|
1.00 27.2 27.2 |.W2 27.2 \.\toZ
\.ZS 27k 27.-8 27.S

Pw/vre. \ -12-
Chpvn&e. \n thc Viscose of Cj€.owg\a Kaou\n Smp w>thT\me.
\ Hout\
24 Hours
48 Hours
in
NftOH
O.CtlS 0\2S 0.25 O.SO 0.75 \ .00 VZ<5

.-: - I - - - I 1— J -! -^.u III :
I
I
;
LU.I
I
I
I
l-i-.-i-14-l I
I
I I I I I I IT I II ill I
PuATe Z -13-
l*\ Hours
Hou*\&
Itl
0C)fc,2S 0\25 O-ZS" 03O tlS \.bO \ 25
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l*T«m»
Afte.r \ v^r After 24 Hours After Hours
StanO\N&
Seconds
Tii*e ©fFwow
&S.CON05
Time offi.»w
AtCBNPJ
flCLATWC
VlSC0»lTt
0.00 C. I.fe 1.1 Iz) 2 /.0 I.V73 £ (.to 1.1
U.vw CO 25.2 \.077 zs* 1.025 24$ \.QSS> TlM£ Offi-ow OFViATe« m 23.4StC«H0S
25.0 25.2 \.077 24-4 1.043
25.4 1.0*5 25.4 1.025 24.S
0.50 25.S 1.103 25.8 U03 25.0 1.008
0.75 25.S 1.103 2fe.2 I.H9 25.2 1077
1.00 20.0 U3to 20.0 \W\
1.25 20/3 I.H5 20.0 U3fe 20.0 WW
•F THa.Cv_
After \ Hour After 2a Hours After 4« Hours
Remaps
Viscosity
Tl**« ecfucw RCkATWt
Vi»to»ut
T»»M »F TT-OV*
StCOMOi Vi*to*»Ty
0.00 27. to U79 27. to 1.179 27.0 1.179 Sup CMITAiHEO 33%?o CtAH
0.0(025 27.4 1.171 27.4 1.171 274 1.171 Twin iffuow ofV/ATt«-'234Set
0.\25 27.4 1.171 27.2 1.102 20.8 1.145
0.25 27. Z 1102 27.2 1.102. 27.2 U02
0.S"O 27.0 I 153 27.0 \ 153 27.0 1.153
0.75 274 M74 27.2 1.102 27.0 \.\S3
1.00 27 2 1.102 27.0 1153 20.8
1.25 27.0 1.153 27.0 1.153 ao.s
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WI&SO4 m Oeu. YSaomh
1*1 Tctms op
After 1 HouR. After 24-Hc>ut\c, After -^3 Hou«s
nEM/\RVS&
"Time of Fi-onv
Sec©no&
RELATIVE
VlSCO!,lTY
Time of
Secoxps
Relative TtwtE of Plow
Seconds
RelATiVE
Viscosity
O.OO 27. fc> t.\79 27.(0 \.\79 27. \.\79
0.0U25 280 ).\e>o 27.S 27.4 V.V7I Time ocFwow o?:Watw23.'VSe.C:
0.\25 2.7.
«
27.2 \.\toZ 1.V4S
6. 25" 2.7.(0 1.179 Zl.L \.\79 27 C= J.V79
O.S"0 278 278 27«
C.75 as.o 27.8 27.8
I.OO 28.0 27.3 |.\22 27.®
\ 25 Z1A 27.S 27.8
AuC\- 3 IN DEL.V^AO\_\N
AlCl,
<xTe<\**& of
OrT Claty
Aftf.«. ^ HouR After; 24 Hours
Standing-
After 42 Hours
5ta«oin&
TwE OfFi-ow Relative
VlSCcSITY
TlK\e bf=Fc.OVY
5e60W06
Relative
V\&CoSMTY
TtKIE Of Flow
5tCo«05
Relative
0.00 27> 27 Cs U79 27.(0 \.\79 5wpCtHTA\N£o 3'3!4/>»cla\
O.OfcZS 28.8 \.23\ 28.b 1.222 23.4 1.214 Tltv\E &cFt-DVY-OF\JAYER"2/3'1.$£c
G.\25 32(d 1.393 30.fc> 300 1.2-22
6.25" 3©.(e l.fe#2 35(o \.52l 35.2 1.504
0.50 1 °>e>\ 43.0 I.S37 47.0
075 454 \340 42(o ».«ei 45.8 1357
\.oo 4\.8 |.7«(* 40.2 l.71« 424
\ 25 41.0 1752 3<Sk> \.<<tf2 40.2 1.7VS
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% Wei on-
ce ISA^t-Oa
iH Terms of
DfVH Clay
AfTCH ^ Hour /\ftf_^ 4-2, YAou^s
2)-<rAwCMNer
V*""\ r-~ v. a is r~7 vA C
T\M£ cfFlcw
&ECONOS
Reuatwe
Vl*>COSIT"{
Time. ofFlow
&E.COVJOS V<s>cos.w\
Time, ofFlow
Vl JtOMT(
0-00 27. l.\79 27. <* i.\7e 27.C U79 Sup ctNTA'Hfcc? 33%% olAY
o.oces 11*. io U3(c 2c.
o
i.n\ 25.C 1034
0\25 25.4 \.0«5 25.-2 1077 24. <3 \059
o.zs 1.053 24€ 1059 24.(0 l.05\
050 25.0 25.0 \.0l*S 24.S t.05?>
0.75 25.0 24.S 1.053 25.0 t.DtoS
1.00 25.0 250 \.0<*« 25.0
1.25 2S.0 25.0 \.OCo« 25.2 Vb77
NAiS04 MM Del.. Y\AOU»N
% &y Wei»HT
or NaiSCi^
ihTchmj of
Dry Cla-c
AFTER. 24 V\ov>«^
Stat* cmn&
T(Mt OF Fv-OW Relaywe.
V\S>Ct&>YY Se.cct<d6 VisoosrcY
T»M£ evfucw Reuatwe.
Y\9COS7\TY
0.00 27. Ce l.\79 27 c 27. G> \.M cd Sup cc>mta\MF-0 35^d cv.a\
0.0LZ5 27.-5 \.\S8 27.4 \.\7\ 270 T»ME OF-fwovy ofV/aye«-23.^SeC
o.\z$ 274 U7I 27.2 Ut>2
025 27.4 272 \.\b2 2fe.(*
0.50 2C.4 2C.4 U2S 2G.2
075 2C.4 l \2« 2(*.4 U2S 2C.4 U2S
1.00 2c-2 i.ue 2C2 U\3 2fc>.2
V25 2t.O 2C.0 un 2<*.0
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of
ImTcRMS CF
Drv Clay
After ^ Htjorv After 24 Hours
.STA,NO\NG-
After AS Hoors
StaNome
r\E.M AVSV\£>True Cf Flow
5eco«os
RELATIVE
Yiscc&nt
TlME. OF Flow
Seconds
Relative
Viscosity
Time of Flow Relative
VlSCOMTX
000. \.\73 27. <o \.\79 27. U79 SlipContavned SO'^/^ &ua«<
0.GC25 220 27.s 1.122 27.4 \.\71 Time ofFl»w cspV/ATeft^S^Stc
G.\25 2^4 }.25c 22.Z 1/205 272 l.\22
C/25 32.2 1.402 3\.<c 1.350 30.fc V302
0.50 35.4 \5\3 35A 1.513 352 1.504
0.75 35.S 1.523 35.2 1.5 Z2> 3(0.0 \.53<2
1.00 35.4 \.5\3 35A \.5\-3 3fc.O \.532
1.25 33.2 i.4ie> 35.9 ].SZ<d 2>U>Z \.547
CaCu z in Del.. Y^Aol\n
3>&\ Weight
OF CaC-Lj
ihTehms OF
Dry Clax
Aftek \ Hoofl After 24 Hoo«5
STAT40IN&
After Hours
Stanpin& RemarksTime ofFlow
Second^
Relative
Visoo&i-tx
Time ofFlow
Seconds
Relative
Viseo&iTY
Time, of Flow
StcortOS
Relative
Viscosvrv
o.oo U79 I.V79 27. to U73 SliF>ComtaVNEO SS'/s^oCLft^
0.0(^25 27.2 l.\22 22.0 \.\&* 220 Time of-Flow ofV/ater=2,3.46ec.
CM25 22.0 22.0 22 2 V205
0.25 2s.o 22.0 22.0
0.50 22.0 \.\^ 22.0 \.\*dU> 22.0
0.75 22.0 \.X5tc 22.0 22.0
1.00 2/3.0 \.\^ 22.0 22.0
U5 22.0 \.\^ 22.0 22.0
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OF HCl-
inTcpims of
ShAKING- Remarks
TlM£ Of fuoW
Seconds
REWVTW£
Vl5coStTY
0.00 £7.<o U79 \.\79 £7. <* U79 Skip CoNTAlWeo &$h% cuAX
0.0L.25 l.m £7/2 lm 27.-8 \.m Time. opFwoW oFViATE5\^234SEc
0.\ZS ass K"23\ 1.205 1.205
bis z°>rz U3\ 2^ \.Z3\
0.50 Z'd.io \.zus 1.21*5
0.75 30.0 i.m 3\.0 3\/2 1.333
1.00 30« 1.314, 3\.(o \.3S0 3VG 1.350
l/zs 30.
k
1.30? 3\4 314 1.342

NaOH
DO^Jb DA2S Z5 50 d.7S \ .00 \ 1ST
<
PuAT- EL
NazC03
C50 0.75 \.00 \.Z5
<
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or HaOH
inTums of
After. 1 Hour
ShAYMNCt
/\fte.r. 2.4 Hours
-S>TAWO»NCr
Afteh 4« Hours
StaNO\NCt
Rev.«TW6.
Viscosity Secohos VvSCCS\TY/
TtMEL Flow
Vl5CD5\T>(
0.00 27.2 uu 27.2 \.\L2 27.2 1.1U2
0.0(cZ5 t.\45 2<o.S U45 2to.fc 1.145 T>ME of Flow oeWATRH»23^Sc««i
OA 25 240 t.02to 24.0 1.62 to 24.fc 1.051
0.25 24.4 \-043 24.4 1.643 24.0 Lotto
0.50 24.4 24.4 1.043 24.2 1.634
0.75 24.4 1.043 24.4 1 043 240 1.02to
1.00 24. (o 1.051 £4.fe 1.051 24. to 1.051
1.25 25.0 l.Okfc 25.0 i.&w 25.0 l.OtoS
of NaCu
1* TERM'S Of
After. 1 Hoow. ArfF.ft Z4 HooRSr AFTE* 4*2 HovjrS
S>TA*»\?\rt&
RemarksTime of Flow
5E-CCNPS V^SCoStTY/
TtM£ 6fF««
Seconds
RELA.TWE
V\SCO&lTY
Tyelatwe
viscosity
0.00 27.2 \.\LZ 27.2 1U2 27.2 1.1W
O.0W5 272 \.\uz 27.0 U53 270 l.\53 T\ME opFuow 6tS/v/fv-eR'-2^4Stc
0A25 27.0 1.153 2CS 1.145 zt.s 1.145
0.25 Zloio 1.13k 2k to 1.13to 2to.« 1.145
0.50 Zlo.to 1.13U 2to.to I.13<* &to.6 1.H5
0.75 ZL>.L> \.\3L, 2fc.to l\3to 2to.S 1.145
1.00 ZL>.U l.\3to 2to.to \.13t» ZU£ 1.145
1.25 2U4 l.IZS 2to.to I.13to 2to.to
1
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IM&SO4 \N Fua. YSaomn
of NWSO.,
inTEftMS of
"PvFTEH ^ HoutV AFTtft 24 House Aft£«\ 4-3 Hours
Time ofFv-ow Time of Flow RELATIVE "T»»rte of Flow Relative
VlScosiTX
0.00 27.2 1.1MS 272 £7.2 Sl\p CoMft>pteo Z.uyj/oCLAx'
O.OfcZ? 2Uo U3fc> Z(*A 1.128 2^.4 1.12S T\me ofFl6w ofWat&r =23.45e.c.
0.125 27.0 1 153 27.0 1.153 27.0 1.153
025 27.0 1.153 27.0 |.\53 27.0 1)53
050 270 U53 27.0 1-153 270 1.153
075 27.0 \.\53 27.2 IV IpZ 27.2 1.1 U2
1.00 2(*« U45 27.0 1 153 27.2 1-1C2
1.25 2LS 1.145 27.0 1.153 27.2 U<°2
/k B\Vjc\GHT
Of AlCl3
i»*Tem*s of
Or\ Clay
A^TeR \ Hoo« After. 24 V\coR5
3tanc>\ih&
Arre.B, 4^2 VAours
"Time ofFlow T\V»6 6fFu.dw ReLPiTwt Time of Flow
Seccutts Y^&CO&IT*
0.00 27.2 1\<*2 27.2 \.\LZ 27.2 U<*2 Bl\P> CoNTAVNEO 2^3% CLAX
0.0LZ5 2<o.« 1.145 2t>.C \.\3t* 2 (o.4 l.\2S Time. di^Fl&w ofV/ate«\=2<J4Se.c.
0.125 27.0 1.153 270 1. 153 2<o.« 1.145
025 272 1.1(02 27.0 l.\53 ZG.S 1.145
050 27.2 \.\LZ 27.0 1.153 27.0 1 153
0.75 272 \.\LZ 27.0 1 153 27.0 1-153
1.00 27.2 \.\LZ 27.0 1-153 27.0 1 153
\.25 27.2 \.\bt 27.0 1.153 270 1.153
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of Na4C03
mTtBMi of
Dnx Clm
AfTtR 2,^V Hour*
StANOtNt
Seconds
RE\.ATW£
V\Scos\TV
"TiMe ofFuiW
Seconds Visoosvrx
Ti»W£ ofFwcvV
S£t-t>ws V\SC0S\T*
0.00 27.2 272 l.\<*2 27.2 1.1L2 S\.\pCcmTA\N£0 2(d%/o cuaH
0.01*25 27.0 U53 2k.k l.\3(o 1.12S Tine ofFuow oeV/ATtH -Z34'Sec-
0\Z5 ZL.b 21>.Z \.m 25<* 1.094
0.25 ZU.Z 1.119 25/3 1.103
0.50 zs.z 1.077 25.0 1.0(*£ 24.S 1.059
0.75 24<3 1.053 24.fc> i.osi 24.4 1.&43
loo Z^t.to 1.65\ 1.03^ 24.2 1.C34
us 24.4 1.043 24.4 1.043 24.4 1.043
Na z804 IIS Fua.V\AouN
llTf RMb OF
AFTER. \ VAook
Stan o\no
After V\<a>w&
S-rANCnN<<r
Ti^e. dfFLovy T\m& t> F Fv-ovy \ (Me «>p Fuow RtUATiY*
0.00 272 \.\(p2 27.2 Ul>2 27.2 1.1<*2
0.0(<>25 25.4 LOSS 25.2 \.C77 25.0 l.ObS T\me bpFuow oFVJ^-veR-23'^Sec-
0.125 25.4 1.0S5 25.2 1.077 25.0 I.OfeS
0.25 25.0 1.0U3 25.2 1.077 25.2 1.077
0.50 25.2 1.077 25.2 1.077 25.2 1.077
0.75 25.S l.\03 2<*.2 \.m Zfo.Z
VOO 25.8 1.103 Zto.O LU1 2(*.0
1.25 2.L.2 I.U9 L12S
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\M rM-A
.
K Aou\N
inTeRM5 op
D«w Clax
After 1 Hour After 24 Hours After -48 Hours
5>tand>no
TlME. o^Fuow
Vl&cosiTV
T(ME. OFFlcw
Seconds
Relative
Vl&CO&lTV
Time. ofFl-cw Relative
Yl&CbSITV
O00 27.2 1.102 27.2 27.2 \U2
O.0U5 25. 0> 25.0 1.094 20.O t.ltl TlME oF^Low cFVv'ATeR-'Z^SeC-
0-125 mi 20.0 1.1U 20.0 1.1U
0.2s 20.3 I.H5 27.2 l.lOZ 27.2
0.50 27.0 27.4 1.171 27.4 1-171
Zl.L 1.173 27. O, 1.179 27.0 1.179
1.00 £7.0 L\53 27.0 1.153 270 1.153
us Zio.Z 1.H5 1.145 £0/2 1.145
CaCuj \n Fua.V\aou\n
OF Cf\C.L 2
>wTerms of
Otw; ClpiY
After, \ Hour. After 54 Hours
StanO \n&
Afte-R 42 Hours
Rr2MAflK5Time ofFuow
Seconds
Relative Time opFloW
Seconds
Relative
YlSCoSlTV
Ti ME of Fl-OW
Seconds
Relative
Viscosity
0.00 27.2 1.102 2.7.2 VI 02 3.7.2 1.102 SupCoHTAINED '^lo^/'o CuA\
0.0U5 24.3 24.3 1.059 25.0 1-003 Twie ofF\-ow o^V/ate(\*23.4Sec-
0.125 24.G 1.051 24.3 1 .059 25.0 1 .003
0.25 24.0, 1.051 24.3 1.059 24.3 1.059
50 24.3 1.059 24.3 1.059 24.3 1.059
0.75 24.3 1.659 24.3 1.059 24.3 1.059
1.00 2.4*2 1.059 24.3 1.059 24.3 1.059
1.25 24*2 1.059 24.3 1.059 2.4.3 1.059
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HC\- \n Fy-a. Kaomn
%
ihTkwMS Of
AFTef^ \ Hour.
ShakvHg-
TIms op FuoW
Visct>s\r<
0.00 27.2 \.\L>Z Z7.Z \ .^e 2.7.Z U02
0.bL>Z5 \.\Z2 U30
Q>.\Z5 ZL.<Z 1.145 Zl.Z WLZ 27.0? \.\79
o.es \.\45 Z7.0 1.153 27.0 1.153
0.5D z<zz 1.-205 2S.2
0.75 Z1$> 2<£4 \.zzz
1.00 1.^5 23.0 1.233 2^.2 1.242
1/25 Z1A I.2H Z2.b \.\ C5L 2*0.0 l.\e>b

24 Hours
4,3 Hoors
<n
M&S04

I Houv\
4*2 Hours
(0
- V
HCu
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or N*.OH
»isTe«MS of
Cum
Stanchm&
AfT£« <¥i Hours
5tano\n&
TvMC Of Flow
Secon OA
ffei-A-rive.
Viscosity
T\M£ of FuovV
Seconds
Time cpFl»w
Sec OMt>5 ViScos\-c-<
O.CO 27 6 \.m 27.6. 27.6 I.VT9 5hpConta\nEO 31.75% Cu<v(
.0io2^ 3<2.6 1.649 3<2.6 1.649 3<2.4 IVH Time ofFwow o«=WA-f«\»£3.4SetM«s
A2LS 36.0 30.0 lttz 29.^ 1.274
0.25 25.0 1 .06* zso 1.068 25.0 1.068
0.50 24/8 1.659 24.8 1.059 24.4 1.643
0.75 25.2 1.677 252 1.677 25.0 1062
1 .00 2l*4 l.)2* Z 6.4 26.0 l.t 11
1.25 26.4 l.\22 26.k 1.136 26/2 1.119
NaCl >n N O. K
%&X Weight
OF NaCl
tNTe«MS OF
Dt».>< Cu/\\
A,FTE« \ Hou*,
Standing-
After 4<2 Hou^fss
"Hrvlii. op Fuow Reurvrwe; Time CP P-uow Re-V.A,T\VE
VlSCOSIT* S>V£c oNOs
V\E\.ATW£
0.60 27.6 l.\79 27.6 1.179 27.C \.\79
0.61.25 26.4 1.12*2 26.2 \\\°) 26.2 1 1\9
0.\25 27.6 I .TO 2C.2 V.U9 26.2 ute>
0.25 273 i.w 2C.2 1.W9 26.2 1.U9
0.50 29.4 1.256 27.4 1.171 27.2 1.162
0.75 30.0 1.222 2b.*3 U4S 26.0 l.\<36
1.00 30.4 1.299 2<*.8 \.\45 2<*c 1.136
1.25 30.0 \ztz 2(*. <s 1.145 26.8 \.\45
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Mg-S04 in N.C. UaouiN
%&< We\6HT
IHTiSMS OP
Ot\\ Cuav
6h awing
Aft£p» 4*3 vAdors
Time cfFuow
Sec cHos VlS>Ci>SlT\
Time ot= PS-ow
ooo 27 1.179 27.0 U79 27.0 \.\79 Sup Cou-v*\we.o 3V75?.
34.4 1.470 35.0 I.W 35.2 1.504
33.2 1.419 34.1 1.4M 34.2 I.4GI
0.25 32.2 1.402 332 1419 33.2 1413
0.50 3\/S 1.359 32.3 1.462 323 1.402
0.75 31.0 1.325 32.2 1.376 32.4 1.324
1.00 30.0 1.363 3V.2 1.333 3\.4 1.342
\.2S 30.t> 1.303 3\.0 1.325 3\.2 1333
A^-Cu^N Kl.C. V\Aou\N
OF AuCuj
\N Te«M5 OF
A^TtVS 4^ v\t>ov\s
"Time T-uov* "TiMf^ of=FvcW
Y(i>cosvTY
6-0O 27.(p 1.173 270 I.H9 27.0 Sur Cc.**t*\ne.o SVTS/'o cuiw
.04,25 3\.4 1.342 33. 1.430 332 1.444
0.\25 33.2 1.4V9 34.2 1.437 35.0 1.435
0.25 32.2 1.376, 33,(0 1430 330 1.430
0-50 33.4 1.427 34<2 1.4*7 34.3 1.437
075 33.k l.43(o 34.2 l.4«7 34. 1473
1.00 34.4 1470 35.4 1.513 354 1.513
1.25 34.0 1.453 34.3 1.4^7 34.2 1.437
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\hTe«m& of
V*.^ Clay
Aftes\ \ Hook After VAcors
STANfmGr
T>w\e o^Flow
Seconds
T'ME of- Flow
Seconds
ftELATW e
YlS>CDSIT*
o.oo 2.7. <* IA79 27.0 1.179 27 to U79
29.2 1.24S 2S. <2 1/231 2<s/3 U31
O.ias" 294 1.250 2<2.0 t.m 2^.0 1.222
02S" 2<3.<8 U3 \ 2€.0 a«.o 1.222
0.50 2^.0 27.2 \.m 27? \.m
0-75 1.145 20/3 1.145 20.S l.\4S
\ .00 20.2 1 119 20.2 I.V19 1.119
2o,o 1.111 20.0 I. HI 20.0 un
%9>S V/tlbWT
OF NAjBC^
l N Term & «p
Dry Cv-«y
Aftek 4<2, VAoiiRS
Titvic. of Fuovv
Vv<7CeS\T<
"Tiwie of Flow Kplatwe
b.oo 27.0 1.179 27 1.179 270 \.\79
3<2 2 I.05S 3-2.0 1.049 31.^ 1.049
0.125 mA 1.041 322 1.032 3-2.2 1.032
0.25 30 b 1.504 30.0 1.504 30.0 1.504
0.50 33.(o 1.430 33.4 1.427 33.4 1.427
0.75 334 1.427 33.4 1.427 334 1.427
1.00 320 1.393 32.0 1.393 324 1.325
1.25 31,4 1.342 31.4 1.342 31.4 1.342
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%B"( VIe\6WT
OF Au 4^>Ci,)3
ikTerms of
T?<v< Clw
After \ Hoov\
Shavung-
After, 24 Hooves
Stan cmncv
AFTe?\ 4-2 \-Uo*ss
S>TANCMM&
TlME OF Flow Relatve
Y\scomt*
T\M£ OF fVoW
Sec ONOS
RELATIVE Time cpFlow
SfjcoHOS
Relatwe
0.00 37.0 £7.0 \.m £7 1.173 Smp CONTAINED 31.75/0 CuAY
O.Ot-25 3<S4 1.04\ 32.0 I.C43 1.053
324 1.041 32.0 1.043 1.05«
0.25 33 |.000 33.4 1.0^4 394 1.0S4
0.50 46.4 1.720 40.S 1.743 40.-3 1.743
0.75 40.2 1.71* 41.0 1.75-1 41.2 1.753
\.oo 33.2 1.074 4\.4 1709 4\.*8 l.7«fc
\/£5 40.4 1.726 41.2. 175-3 4V.0 1.777
OF CaClj
»nTe.rms OF
Dw C\-av
i*\FTe?\ z<\ Hcows
STANPIMfr
Aft^*\ 4"2 VAovjks
s>tahcmncv RemarksT\ME. OF Flow
StCONPi
fitUATWE.
VlSCOSUY
TuflE. or Fv-nyrf
Seconds
RetATWE
VlSCCSlT*
Tine of Flow
Seconds
Relative
Vl&COStTY
0.00 2.7. 1.173 37.0 1,173 £7.0 U73 Slip Contained 3V75%clat
o.ous- 3L.O 53S 37. (a 1.007 37.0 U07 Time. 6f Fldw oFV/ATEt\-2^l5£c
0.1X5 35<2 1 523 374 1.532 374 1.53*2
0.-25 35.3 1 523 372 1.5S3 374 l.53«
0-50 344 1.470 35.0 1.430 35.0 1.430
0.75 33.0 1.430 34.2 1 40t 34.4 1.470
\-00 33.4 1427 33.0 1.430 33/3 1-444
\.Z5 32.0 1 333 3Z.u> 1.333 32.0 1.333
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HCu >n N.C.VSaomh
OF HCw &HAV<\N Or
After 4*2 Hco^s
T(ME CfFuoW
SECONDS VlSCOSVtA
T\me. dfFhw T\we ofFuow Reuvnxe
Vtscosnrv
o.oo 27Co 1.173 Z7.0 \.\7S 27.0 1 .
-
4t.<2 1.7*0 43/3 1.372 13V4
0.\e5 46, .2 1374 47.0 2.034 47. £ 2.043
0.25 49.0 4*0 £.077 4-2% 2.0«O
0.5O 47.4 2.026, 44.0 44.2
0.75 4C».0 1305 430 1.S03 43.0 l.sw
loo 42.0 1.735 4V.0 1.777 4t.O 1.777
1.25 42.0 1.795 46.2 l.7l« 40.2 1.713

fv-ATE 7 -33-
Cma,n&e. ^THtYi&cos>T\ of N&rth Carols* VS*ow\n Sl\p v\/\-rv»
\ Hoor,
.
;
:
[ 24 Hoows
Hov«i
M&S04
o
3 t
^ 1(1
if) w
w
2 Percent 8f W^&h-? of EXec-vwov^-te. to Dw< Cvw
a OMS 0.2S 0.5O &7S 1 OO \.ZS

Pu/vr* S
— •4$ Hou^S
a
>
J £
U
(X
r
Percent V/£\C*T ©v El£ct«owte to Dm Cv,*x
"fe 6.01.25 b.\Z9 C).2S OSO 0.7S VIS

O O 0U2S 0A2S
Percent- ex V/eight of £uttT?om£. to Drcx CurT
2S 0.50 075" \.0O

U ATE. \0 -36-
CHANGE. I1STHE VlSC-Ob\TY OF NoRTH Ca^DMNC^ KaOumSwiP WITH
24 Hootss
-4-8 Hooi\&
PERCENT B\ V/e.\&MT OP tueCTROv,-<Tt -To C\_rV<
OBUS OvZS 6/25 O.SO 0:75 \.60 \.ZS U. OF I. 3. S. FORM ]
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NaOH mTeNN.WCuAV *\
OF NaOH
>*T€.RMS OF
After ^ Hoor Afteh, ZA Hours After 4*1 Hours
STANOINfe
Time ofFi-iiw RelatwE
VlSCbS<T><
Time t>F Fv-oW
Seconds
Relatwe
SeconpS Vi&cbsiT*
0.00 2 0.0 l.\3(i 20.0 |.\30 £0.0 M30 Sup coHTftmeo 2S%Cuav
0.0L25 27.2 I.10£ £7.£ 27.4 l.\7l TtME ofTvovv aFWATeR = Z3.452c«««
0.^25 24.4 1.643 £4.-2 1.053 £5.0 l.oos
0.25 24 .4 1.043 £4.4 1.643 24.4 1.043
0.50 Z4.0 1.05*1 24.0 1.651 £4.0 1.051
0.75 25/3 1.163 25.S l.\03 £5.0 1.604
l.oo £^.£ |.£65 20.<o U34» £5.0 1.634
1.25 30.0 1.30 £S.£ 1.265 £7.0 1.153
MaCu IS TtNN Baiu CuftY
ofNaCu
»hTemms of
Or\ Clav
Aftek ^ Hour
SHAKIN6
After "ZA Hoors After Hodrs
He:w\arvnsTime of Flow Relative
Viscosity
Time of Flow
SECoHOS
Relatwe
VlSCOSVTS
Time ofFuow
Secohos
Relative
Yl5C«S\TT
0.00 £0.0 U30 £0.0 1.130 £0.0 1.130 SuiP CdNTAWtP ZS% ci.A\
0-OU5 27.£ !.10£ 27.£ |.I0£ £7.£ 1.1 0£ Time of-Flow ofV/ate«-2'34Sec
0.125 £7,£ |.10£ 2.7.2 \.\LZ £7.£ 1 10£
0.25 £7,2 1.102 27.0 1.153 £7.0 1 153
0.50 27.4 1.171 £7.2 1.102 £7.£ 1102
0.75 27.4 1.171 27.2 1.102 £7.£ 1102
1.00 27.0 1.170 £7.2 1.102 £7.£ \.\LZ
Us £7.0 1.173 27.4 l.ni 27.4 1.171
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cfM&SO*
imTerms or
After \ v-\oo*\ Aftek 2^ Hours After ^t<3 Hours
5TAMP1N&
T»me ofFuovv
SeccNp£
Relayw£-
VlSCoSiTX
Time cfFuow Relative.
VlSCOMTV
T\me. ofFlow Rew-ftTWE
VlSCOSlTY
O.OO l.\3(p 1.130 £o.{/> 1.130 P Conta\meo £S/oCL*\
0.0W5 £7.0 1.153 £g/s 1.145 £o.s 1.145 Time. ofFlow ofVatef^ZS^Sec
b.\zs £7.4 1.171 £7.£ l.loz £7.£ l.lt>£
b.ZS £74 1.171 £7.£ \.\LZ £7£ IXLZ
0.50 £7.(0 1.179 £7.4 1.171 £7.4 1.V7I
6.75 27.4 1.171 Zl.lo 1.179 £7.0 I.TO
I .00 £o/2 I.H5 Z1Z l.ioe 27.4 1.171
1.25 I.H5 £7.£ I.IU £7.4- l.\7l
AuCljInTenn. Bauv. Cv-av *\
fo B\ \Jt\CHT
OF Al.Cl3
mTERMS «F
AFTER, \ HoOf\
Shaki m&
After 2A Hoofvs
STAMOIN&
After, A"^ Hours
Standing
WeuATwe
Y\3Ct.SlTY
Relative Time ofFi-ow Relative.
0.00 1.130 £0.0 1.130 zo.o 1.13(0 Sl\p Contaxwevj 2S%clw
0.0U25 Zl.Z |.l(*£ £7.4 1.171 £7.4 117! TlMC OFTVOW ofWa.TEIV'Z'33 ^Ec.
0-\£5 £7.£ l.loz £7.4 1.171 £7.4 1.171
0.25 27.4 1.171 £7.4 1-171 £74 1.171
0.50 £7.4 1.171 £7.4 1.171 £7.0 1.179
0.75 £<2.0 1.131* Z%.Z I.ZOS £34 Uh
1.00 Z's.o l.ea [.£31 £33 U31
1.25 £<s.o !.£££ £<2.£ l.£31 £«Z l.£31
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mTerm 5 of
Dr\ Clay
AFTen \ Hour
-Shaking- STAtis»m&
After 4? Hours
Sta \slong- V \ t tvi aha c
Time cf Fuow
Second3
Rewvrtxe
V>S<-oj.\TY
Time ofTuoW
Seconos Visc&SiTY
time otTlow Relatwe.
Viscosity
00 zo.o 1.130 20.0 20.0 1.130 Slip CoN.TAINE.0 'SS/'o CLAY
0.0LZS 27.0 l.\79 27.0 1.179 27.$ 1.122 T»ME 6f= Flow opV/ateK-^S.^Sec
o.\25 2<2.o l.\9U 23.0 l.\9fe 23.2 1.205
0.25 29.0 1.239 2?>.0 I .£39 23.0 1.239
O.So 1.231 Z<Z.Z 1.205 2*2.2 1.205
0.75 1.273 27.4 1.171 acs 1.K5
1.00 2<d.O 1.239 27.
2
1.U2 2 0/8 1.145
\.zs 22.0 l.)90> £7.% l.ltfS 27.4 1.171
NajS04 inTenn
.
Salu Cua\-*\
% by Weight
OF NAjSC,
'"Terms of
Om Clax
After \ Hoots
Shading- 5tano\ni>
After. A*L VAouf\s
Stamping
f\E.TYlAr\YSSTime ofFi-ow
Seconds
Relative
VlS.CO&IYY
Time t>Ffvov< Relative
Viscosity
Time, oftvow Relative
0.00 20.0 1.130 20.0 1,130 20 .0 1.130 SuP Co^TAmEP Z&% CLAV
0.00Z5 27.4 1.171 274 1.171 27.2 1102 Tine »f Flow ofWater" 234 Sec.
0.\25 27.4 1.171 27.4 1.171 27.2 1.102
0.25 27.4 1-171 27.4 1171 27.2 1 102
0.50 27.& 1.179 27.0 1.179 27.4 1.171
0.75 2<2.0 1.190 23.0 1.190 £20 1.190
l.oo 234 1 .2*3 23.0 1.222 £3.o 1.222
1.25 2«.t 1222 23.2 \.23\ 1.231
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of Al-J^O^
INTervAS t)F
Ory Cla,y
After \ Hoot\ Afte* 24 VA OOVS&
Standing-
Aftev\^ VAouh&
&TAMDIN&
"Time of Flow
S ECOKDi
Relative
Visc^SI-OC
Time 4f Futw Relatwe
Viscosity
Time of-Floyy Relative
ViscgsivY
o.oo 1\30 £0.0 \Xb[o Sup Comtaineo £S%clm
O.OCZS £7.0 1.153 £7.4 l.WI £74 1.171 T»me ofFlcvv of Vat£^234 Sec
0.125 £7.0 1.153 £7.4 1.171 274 1-171
0.£S £7.0 1.153 £72 1.H2 272 l\02
0.50 £3.0 \.\9>(c a«.a 1.205 232 1.205
0.75 23. U \zzz 2<2.3 1.231 23 <2 1.201
Loo £0.4 1.25k 20.4 1.25b Z3.4 1.250
1.25 £9.0 1.239 2^.2 1.248 23 2 l.24«3
^ByVvEIGHT
OF CaCi-;,
\nTcRMS OF
Okt Clay
AeTE(\ \ V\oof\
ShakmyCt
AfTEY\ 2^\ HbuVYS
STANoiNO Standing
Hflt/IAHVYBTime opFlow
Seconds
ReLATAVE
VlSCOSITY
Tiv\& OF VloW 'Relative
Viscosvw Secohps.
Relatwe
Y\SC05lTY
0.00 £0.0 1.130 eo.u 1,30 eo.o 1.130 Smp CoNTAmEP CLAT
O.OO^S £7£ 1.102 £7.4 1.171 £7.4 1.171 T\we of Flow oF-VATtR=234Sec
G.l£5 £7.0 1.153 27.2 l.\02 27.2 1.102
0.25 20.3 1.145 £7.0 1.153 27.0 1 153
0.30 £7.0 1.153 £7.0 1.153 27.2 \.\LZ
0.75 £7.0 1.153 £7.0 1.153 272 1.102
1.00 £72 \.\(pZ £72 l.ioe 272 1.102
I. £5 27.Z 1.102 27£ 1.102 272 1.102
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op HCi.
\hTkhk\s OF
Drn Cua\
AftER \ Hour
Shaking-
After VAootss
STANDIN& Reviews
Tine of Flow Relative
VlSCo&iTY
Time opFlow Relative
Viscosnty
"Time of Flow
Seconds
Relative.
Viscosity
coo |.\30 \.\3lc Suap CoNTA\Meo 2.5%CLAV
0.0 (cZS 27.0 1.179 27s 27 «2 \.\<Z2 Time. ofFlowofV/ater^.^Sec.
0.125 2<2.0 23.2 I.205 2^.4- 1.214
o.es £2i 30.0 1.2*22 30.0 |.2<22
0.50 30.0 3i.o 1.325 31.2 1.333
0.75 31.0 1.325 1.359 3\% 1.359
1.00 32.0 1.307 33.0 1.4-23 33.2 \.^\ cd
Us 33.2 1.419 34*2 1.4*27 34.-3 I.4S7

I41 Hours
—. y
— >
<
U. Of I. S. Q. FORM J

Plate. \Z -43-
M1.-.J i L__l
\ Hoot\
24 Hours
4« HoORS

Plate 13 Ga.Kaoun 44
DtL Kaolin
Effect of HaOV\ oh FwvKaohn
N.C.Hao
Te.nn.SW.vCv*v><*\
y
r
o
10
o
bar-" ; • • I
O.OUZS OU5
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RESULTS
I. The Effects of NaOH on the Viscosity .
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips. The slip used contained
33 l/3$ of clay. The addition of less than 0.135$ of NaOH caused
defloculation and decreased the viscosity slightly, reaching a
minimum with 0.0635$ of NaOH. Higher concentrations caused
flocculation to a considerable extent, the addition of 0.35$ to
1.00$ causing the slips to become too viscous to flow through the
viscosiraeter. After standing for 34 hours the viscosity of all
the slips decreased slightly, and after 48 hours another slight
decrease was observed. The curves show Georgia kaolin to be very
sensitive to changes in the concentration of NaOH.
3. Delaware Kaolin Slips. The slip used contained
33 1/3$ of clay. The addition of less than 0.35$ of NaOH caused
slight deflocculation, reaching a minimum viscosity with 0.135$
of NaOH. With higher concentrations of NaOH slight flocculation
was observed, steadily increasing. After standing for 48 hours
only a very slight decrease in viscosity was noticed.
The curves show that Delaware kaolin is not very
sensitive to changes in the concentration of NaOH.
3. Florida Kaolin Slips. The slip used contained
36 3/3$ of clay. The NaOH acted as a fair deflocoulating agent.
The viscosity reached a minimum with 0.135$ of NaOH and then re-
mained fairly constant; 34 hours standing had no effect on the
viscosity of the slips, and 48 hours standing lowered the viscosi-
ty very slightly.
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4. North Carolina Slips. The slip used contained
31 3/4$ of clay. Low concentrations of NaOH caused flocculation
to a considerable extent, reaohing a maximum viscosity with
0.0625$ of NaOH. Concentrations of NaOH above 0.25$ caused
slight deflocculation, reaching a minimum viscosity with 0.50$
of NaOH. 24 and 48 hours standing had practically no effect on
the viscosity of the slips.
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips. The slip used
contained 25$ of clay. 0.0625$ of NaOH caused some flocculation.
Higher concentrations caused deflocculation, reaching a minimum
viscosity with 0.125$ of NaOH. 1.25$ of NaOH caused slight floc-
culation to occur again. The effect of time was to increase the
viscosity very slightly with low concentrations of NaOH and to
decrease the viscosity very slightly with high concentrations.
II . The Effect s of NaCl on the Viscosity.
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ of clay). The addition
of NaCl up to 0. 50$ caused slight deflocculation, reaching a mini-
mum viscosity with 0.125$ of NaCl. Higher concentration caused
slight flocculation. The effect of time was to increase the
viscosity of the slips slightly.
2. Delaware Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ of clay). The addi-
tion of NaCl caused a very weak deflocculation in all cases, so
weak as to be hardly noticeable. The effect of time was to de-
crease the viscosity very slightly.
3. Florida Kaolin Slips (26 2/3 $ of clay). NaCl acted
as a very weak deflocculating agent, reaching a minimum viscosity
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wlth the addition of 0.25$ to the clay. Concentrations above
0.25$ gave the same viscosities. The effect of time was to
slightly increase the viscosity of the slips high in NaCl, and
slightly decrease the viscosity of slips low in NaCl.
4. North Carolina Kaolin Slips (31 3/4$ of clay).
0.0625$ NaCl caused deflocculation while higher concentrations
produced some flocculation, reaching a maximum viscosity with
1.00$. of NaCl. The effect of time was to cause deflocculation
to a considerable extent.
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips (25$ of clay). NaCl
acted as a very weak flocculating agent, all concentrations hav-
ing the same effect. The effect of time is hardly noticeable,
lowering the viscosity slightly.
III. The Effects of M5SO4 on the Viscosity.
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). MgS04 acted
as a flocculating agent, 0.75$ MgS04 causing the maximum amount
of flocculation. With concentrations of MgS04 above 0.75$ no
increase in flocculation was observed. After 24 hours a very
slight decrease in viscosity was observed. 48 hours standing
again increased the viscosity.
2. Delaware Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). The addition
of MgS04 produced very little deflocculation, with very little
variation at different concentrations. The effect of time was to
decrease the viscosity slightly.
3. Florida Kaolin Slips (26 2/3$ clay) MgS04 acted as
a very weak deflocculating agent, reaching a minimum viscosity
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with 0.0635$ of MgS04» The effect of time was to increase the
viscosity somewhat with high concentrations of the salt.
4. North Carolina Kaolin Slips (31 3/4$ clay). MgS04
acted as a good flocculating agent. The curve shows a sudden
increase to a maximum viscosity with 0.0635$ of MgS04, then a
decrease to constant flocculation with 1.00$ of MgSO^ The effect
of time was to slightly increase the flocculation.
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips (35$ clay). MgS04
produced slight flocculation with concentrations of the salt up to
0.50$. The viscosity then gradually decreased to normal. The
effect of time was to decrease the viscosity of slips containing
low concentrations of MgS04 an(* *° increase the viscosity of slips
containing high concentration of MgS04 . 48 hours had no further
effect.
IV . The Effects of A1C13 on the Vi scqsity.
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips (33 l/3 of clay). Additions
of A1C1 3 up to 0.125$ caused slight flocculation, reaching maxi-
mum viscosity with 0.0635$ of the salt. Higher Concentrations
of AICI3 caused slight deflocculation. The effect time was prac-
tically negligible.
3. Delaware Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). A1C13 acted
as a very strong flocculating agent. The maximum flocculation
was attained by the use of 0.50$ of A1C13 , higher percentages
caused some decrease in the viscosity. After standing for 24
hours the viscosity of the slips were lowered in all cases. After
standing for 48 hours the viscosity of the slips showed further
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decreaee in those containing less than 0.50$ AlOl^. An increase
in viscosity was noted in those containing above 0.50$ AlClj.
3. Florida Kaolin Slips (36 3/3$ clay). A1C13 acted
as a very weak deflocculating agent, the effect being hardly no-
ticeable. Minimum viscosity was reached using 0.0635$ of A1C13 ,
maximum viscosity was reached using 0.35$ of AICI3. The effect
of time was very slight, the slips showing only a very slight
decrease in viscosity after 48 hours standing.
4. North Carolina Kaolin Slips (31 3/4$ clay). A1013
acted as a good flocculating agent, but its action was not as
strong as it was with Delaware Kaolin. The viscosity showed a
rapid increase using concentrations of AICI3 up to 0.135$, higher
concentration giving slight increases. The effect of time was
tc increase the viscosity of the slips slightly.
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips (35$ clay) AICI3, acted
as a weak flocculating agent, but with increasing concentration
of the salt a steady increase in viscosity was noticeable. The
effect of time was to increase the viscosity very slightly.
V. The Effect s of Na2C03 on the Visco sity.
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). The addition
of Na2 C03 caused a slight deflocculation. Above 0.35$ the salt
acted as a flocculating agent to a considerable extent, the
viscosity increasing with increase in the concentration of Na2 C03.
The effect of time was to produce a slight increase in viscosity
with low concentrations of Na2 C03, and a decrease in viscosity
with higher concentrations of the salt.
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2. Delaware Kaolin Slips (33 l/3 clay). Small addi-
tions of Na2 C03 caused some deflocculation, reaching a minimum
viscosity with 0.25$ of Na2 C0 3 . With concentrations above 0.25$
a slight increase in viscosity was noted. The effect of time was
to lower the viscosity to a very slight extent.
3. Florida Kaolin Slips (26 2/3 clay). The addition
of the salt caused defloculation, the viscosity of the slips
decreasing as the amount of Na2C03 added increased. The effect
of time was to lower the viscosity to a very slight extent.
4. North Carolina Kaolin Slips (31 3/4 clay). Na2C03
acted as a flocculating agent in amount up to 0.50$, reaching
a maximum viscosity with 0.125$ of the salt. Higher concentra-
tions of Na2C03 caused deflocculation. The effect of time was
to decrease the viscosity of the slips slightly.
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips (25$ clay) Na2C03 acted
as a good flocoulating agent, giving a steady increase in vis-
cosity with increase of the amount of salt added. Maximum vis-
cosity was reached with 0.75$ of Na2C03 . The effect of time
was to decrease the viscosity with the higher percentages of
Na2C03 .
VI . The Effects of NapSO^ on the Viscosity .
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). Na2 S04 acted
as a flocculating agent to some extent, reaching a maximum with
0.75$ of the salt. The effect of time was to increase the vis-
cosity of the slips to quite a marked extent.
2. Delaware Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). Na2 S04 caused
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eome deflocoulation, the viscosity of the slips decreasing with
higher concentrations of the salt. The effect of time was to
decrease the viscosity of slips containing less than 0.75$ of
Na2S04 .
3. Florida Kaolin Slips (36 2/3$ clay).Na2 S04 acted
as a deflocculating agent, the action being more noticeable than
the action of Na2S04 on the Delaware Kaolin. A minimum viscosity
was reached with 0.35$ of the salt. Time of standing had very
little effect on the viscosity, the viscosities becoming slightly
increased for the slips containing the larger amounts of the
salt and slightly decreased for those containing smaller amounts.
4. "North Carolina Kaolin Slips (31 3/4 clay). Na2 S04
caused considerable flocculation of the slips, reaching a maxi-
mum viscosity with 0.0625$ of the salt, and then showing a de-
crease. Time of standing had practically no effect on the vis-
cosity of the slips.
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips (25$ clay). Na2 S04
caused slight flocculation, the viscosity of the slips increasing
with increasing concentrations of the salt. Time of standing
had practically no effect on the viscosity of the slips.
VII
.
The Effects of ^3(804)3 22. the Viscosity .
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips (33 l/3# clay). The addition
of more than 0.50$ of the salt caused a very slight deflobula-
tion that was scarcely noticeable. After standing for 48 hours
i
the viscosity showed a slight increase in all cases.
2. Delaware Kaolin Slips (33 l/34 clay). A12 (S04 ) 3
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acted as a good flocculating agent, the viscosity of the slips
increasing with increasing amounts of the salt up to 0.75$. The
effect of time was to decrease the viscosity of most of the
slips, although a slight decrease in viscosity was noticeable in
the slips containing above 0.75$ of the salt.
3. Florida Kaolin Slips (36 3/3$ clay). Additions
of less than 0.35$ of the salt caused deflocculation, the vis-
cosity of the slips reaching a minimum viscosity with 0.0635$
of A12 (S04) 3 . Higher concentrations of the salt had little ef-
fect on the slips. The effect of time was to slightly increase
the viscosity of slips containing low concentrations of the salt.
4. North Carolina Kaolin Slips (31 3/4$ clay). The
viscosity of the slips was increased to a very marked extent
with 0.0635$ of the salt, the viscosity reaching a maximum vis-
cosity with 0.50$ Al2(S04.)3. The effect of time was to increase
the viscosity, the increase being more noticeable in the slips
containing the higher concentrations of the salt.
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips (35$ clay). The
addition of the salt caused some flocculation of the slips, the
maximum viscosity being reached with 1.00$ of Al3(S04)3. The
effect of time upon the viscosity of the slips was scarcely
noticeable, the increase being very slight.
VIII . The Effects of CaClg on the Vi scosity.
'
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). The action
of the salt was very weak, the concentrations up to 0.50$ caus-
ing slight flocculation and above 0.50$ slight deflocculation.
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The effect of time did not change the viscosity of the slips.
2. Delaware Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). The action
of the salt was very weak and only slightly flocculated the
slips. Increasing concentrations had no effect towards further
flocculation. The time of standing of the slips had practically
no effect on the viscosity.
3. Florida Kaolin Slips (26 2/3$ clay). CaCl2 acted
as a fairly strong deflocculating agent, the viscosity being
very marked with 0.0625$ of the salt and then remaining constant
with higher concentrations. The time of standing had practically
no effect on the viscosity of the slips.
4. North Carolina Kaolin Slips (31 3/4$ clay). CaCls
acted as a rather strong deflocculating agent, the viscosity
showing a marked increase in the slip containing 0.0635$ of the
salt. The effect of time was to increase the viscosity of the
slips in all cases, especially so in those containing 0.125$
and 0.25$ CaCl2 .
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips (25$ clay) CaCls acted
as a weak deflocculating agent, the viscosity attaining a maxi-
mum with 0.0625$ CaCl2 . Time of standing had practically no
effect upon the viscosity of the slips.
IX . The Effectj of HC1 on the Visco sity.
1. Georgia Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). HC1 caused
slight flocculation, the increase in viscosity of the slips be-
coming more marked with higher concentrations of the acid. The
effect of time was to slightly increase the viscosity of the
slips.
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3. Delaware Kaolin Slips (33 l/3$ clay). The action
of HC1 on the Delaware kaolin was more pronounced than on the
Georgia kaolin, the flocculation being greater. After standing
for 48 hours a slight decrease in viscosity was noticed in slips
containing low concentrations of HOI, and a fair increase in vis-
cosity in slips containing the higher concentrations of the acid.
3. Florida Kaolin Slips (26 3/3$ clay) HC1 acts as
a deflocculating agent in amounts of less than 0.35$, minimum
viscosity being reached using 0.0635^ of HC1. In amounts of
over 0.35$, the acid causes flocculation to some extent. The
effect of time was to produce a marked decrease in the viscosity
of slips containing high concentrations of HC1.
4. North Carolina Kaolin Slips (31 3/4$ clay). HC1
acted as a strong flocculating agent, the slips reaching maximum
flocculation with 0.35$ HC1 and minimum with 1.00$. The effect
of time was to produce a marked decrease in the viscosity of
slips containing high concentrations of HC1.
5. Tennessee Ball Clay #1 Slips (35$ clay). HC1
acted as a fair flocculating agent, the viscosity of the slips
increasing with increasing concentrations of the acid. The time
of standing was tc produce a marked increase in viscosity in all
cases.
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Low concentrations of NaOH cause fair deflooculation
and higher concentrations cause marked flocculation of Georgia,
Delaware, and Florida kaolins. Low concentrations of NaOH oause
marked flocculation and higher concentrations cause some defloc-
culation of North Carolina kaolin and Tennessee Eall Clay #1.
Low concentrations of NaCl cause very slight deflobula-
tion and higher concentrations cause very slight flocculation of
Georgia kaolin. NaCl acts as a weak deflocculating agent on
Delaware and Florida kaolins. Low concentrations of NaCl cause
a fair amount of deflocculation and higher concentrations a fair
amount of flocculation of North Carolina kaolin. NaCl acts as a
very weak flocculating agent on Tennessee Ball Clay #1.
MgSO^ acts as a fair flocculating agent on Georgia
kaolin, as a very weak deflocculating agent on Delaware and
Florida kaolins, as a strong flocculating agent on North Carolina
kaolin, and as a weak flocculating agent on Tennessee Ball Clay
#1.
AIOI3 has little effect on Georgia kaolin, acts as a
very weak deflocculating agent on Florida kaolin, and as a fair
flocculating agent, if used in high enough concentrations, on
Tennessee Ball Clay #1. AICI3 acts as a strong flocculating agent
on North Carolina kaolin, and has a still stronger flocculating
action on Delaware kaolin.
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Low concentrations of Na3C03 cause slight deflocculation
of Georgia and Delaware kaolins. Higher concentrations of ^3003
cause increasing flocculation to a marked extent on Georgia
kaolin, and to only a slight extent on Delaware kaolin. Increasing
concentrations of ^3003 cause increasing deflocculation of
Florida kaolin and marked flocculation of Tennessee Ball Clay #1.
Low concentrations of ^3003 cause fair flocculation and higher
concentrations cause fair deflocculation of North Carolina kaolin.
Na2 S04 acts as a fair flocculating agent on Georgia
kaolin, as a rather weak deflocculating agent on Delaware kaolin,
as a slightly stronger deflocculating agent on Florida kaolin, as
a good flocculating agent on North Carolina kaolin, and as a
weak flocculating agent, flocculation increasing with higher
concentrations of the salt, on Tennessee Ball Clay #1.
Al2 ( 804)3 acts as a very weak deflocculating agent on
Georgia kaolin and as a slightly more powerful deflocculating
agent on Florida kaolin. A^fSO^^ acts as a fair flocculating
agent on Tennessee Ball Clay #1, as a strong flocculating agent
on Delaware kaolin, and as a still more powerful flocculating
agent on North Carolina kaolin.
CaCl3 has practically no effect on Georgia and Delaware
kaolins. It exerts some deflocculating action on Florida and
North Carolina kaolins, and acts as a very weak deflocculating
agent on Tennessee Ball Clay #1. CaClg is a very ineffective
reagent in its action of flocculation or deflocculation.
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HC1 acts as a fair flocculating agent on all the
clay 8 tested, its effect being more pronounced on the Delaware
kaolin and Tennessee Ball Clay #1 than on the other clays.
In most cases the effect of time was to increase the
effects of the lower concentrations of the electrolytes on the
clay slips. These changes were noticeable after 24 hours, while
48 hours standing caused only very slight further effects.
North Carolina kaolin responds much more readily to the
action of the electrolytes used than do the other clays tested.
North Carolina and Florida kaolins have greater initial
viscosity than the other kaolins tested.
Delaware kaolin is more strongly affected by hydrolyza-
ble than by neutral salt solutions.
NaCl, MgS04 , and CaCl2 do not have a very marked effect
on the viscosity of any of the clays tested except the North
Carolina kaolin.
In any further work along this line of research the
writer would suggest that a brass viscosimeter having a 5/33"
orifice be used in order to secured slightly more accurate
results. The 5/l6 n orifice should be used in testing slips of
higher initial viscosity.



